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The effervescent Sasch has steadily made a name for himself since joining the 
Steyoyoke crew. His passion for making music speaks loud and clear, which is highlighted 
in his consistency to produce tracks that derive from the groove in his heart. The young 
producer jumps back into the frame of things with his latest EP ʻTake a Messageʼ. Easily 
classed as a carefree and bubbly arrangement, it would be the perfect accompaniment on 
a long drive, with the stereo at full volume. It features three originals from Sasch and a tidy 
remix from Talul.

Kicking things off, is the EP namesake ʻTake a Messageʼ. This track really  manages to 
pop, merging playful, whimsical disco elements with an uplifting 'feel good' vibe.

ʻMissing You' is the second track to feature on the EP and it barges right on in, bringing 
with it some heavily spaced, deep  plucked bass lines. It is filtered with catchy synths and 
extroverted vocals and it really keeps the groove marching on.

Sasch continues to throw surprises at us in the next track 'One Sided'. It delivers some 
serious chunk fuelled grooves and serves up, some of that in your face funk, the kind that 
forces you to groove right along with it.

To wrap  things up, highly acclaimed german producer Talul serves up an infectious remix. 
Well rounded and engaging, his version of ʻTake a Messageʼ, dishes up a slightly  more 
techy flavoured remix, whilst still capturing the originals signature 'feel good' vibe.

TRACKLIST

1. Sasch - Take A Message (Original Mix)
2. Sasch - Missing You (Original Mix)
3. Sasch - One Sided (Original Mix)
4. Sasch - Take A Message (Talul Remix)
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